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tcore 112: Midterm

1. Consider the diagram on the right for the questions below.

<^W^^} ^ ^ (Wheater §2.4 #8) Identify two lines that
\vv^, ^ ^ do not intersect.

Aoc^^o^ j^ ^ ^ ^ .^-^J-
(c^- ^^ ^- ^^^£$y^)

(b) [2] (Activityl #8) -^ '-'
Find the measure of Z.b ) ^ Q°

^Wr (v.s)

^^s)
Ac^.^vy
^-s'
'\J

<V^^f<VS)
("(^•^ ^)

>—'';

^c^i^
Q\'^\{>.\)

\?/(- ^o \^ ^ ^/^c.AC'f}(^.

(c) [3] (Activity 1 #8) Identify a pair of adjacent angles
AD o-n^ ^-C- L-->o<V- 'bo^-^S <-o<<^<^-^

<f\6(^ ^WV^ ^'?. M^A-v C-^.^^ r'f\^^^3^

(d) [2] (Quizl #4) Identify an angle that is 40°

^^•^) Lc_ ^^s- ^-G.n^o'^WT$& ~ '"^ "^-^
^M^ 2. [2] Define Origami. _ (\c1^b's^^

^)'=^r ^^^ 0^ %2^\\^ o^ ^/ji-^
W^ ' u ^ 9^-^
^\W i onS ^i

+0 ^"?<A€-'^^.0^'^ ^:^ ( (^C^'Y^Q^>/^QJ<V.^^

3. [4] (Lang) Recall in origami that there are designated ^mbol&^for cel-tain ^tions or
folds. Draw the origami symbols that mean:

^LOI^-

'^c^\v»r^

c^ ^t^.L^^.^-C
c.^^^. e'^ <'- i'^<:?•JA "/•<' \ •

onNA <^^~ ^;='\^t3 t f\^» <L^») ^ ^^\^fc>\^^..ic C^V..
'-s^se^O-^ ) +o ^AC- ^(^^^^ ^^^-t < <^c^v^^/-Qj<v^ c^\

•^c^
i'n2-cy\.

A ^

^-A

^L^

^(

! ^
(^)
®

@̂
)

<^

(a) valley fold

(b) fold and u

<>v^c@_

^<?>. ^Vs^ ^ ^ ^^
\s^^A ^ ^ ^^
<^)c^-C^ )^<- <v^s<S^\U<.

4. [3] (TED talk 1/8) Identify two applications of origami that Dr. Lang highlighted in
his TED talk.

^^FY) ^s^^W<\ ^'<^ ; ^(^c&. Mfl-^c.^X^^ ^AT c^ACNQ^b , // or\Ae

>^<S) ^ () . ^ CAC
&,oiM^>&(d) 1

\\
^aj^.-^ ot\^^^

QJ^[\^<?t(>t^J>



5. Consider the tools, physical tools, for a moment....

(^) (a) 2] (Lecture 1/6) What tools are you allowed to use during patty paper worksheet
investig^ions?

^v ^^ '^4c\cA^ ^XO^AL ^.^^^j^ ^ c^Xo^^^i e^^.
>^^ (^

^3^ &<€ o-Xa^.^'!
''/ fJXti ;^)^i<N;.^^

[2] (Lecture 4/10) Name two tools mathematicians born before 100AD could use
^,-^ to study geometry problems?

ci\OdA(A.<[)_ ^^^\ <3^-^ , Co ^-S
-1 ^'

o?^V, ^
(c) [2] (Lecture 4/10) Name two tools mathematicians born before 100AD could

use to study geometry problems?
0> " ' - . . .. . /-..-

\^(S) y^sy-c ^ (i_fi\iAA^3-fc> y '\J? b^'.STC.. ^ <^<'H
<? VJ '"

6. [6] Fold the ladybug whose directions are below (from Stadium High School Cultural
Exchange), write your name on the patter, and turn in the result with the exam. .'

*f\^ C?^^

vS^S^^^^^SS^^^^^^^^^:
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7. [4] (2/3 Discussion) Evaluate the following excerpt (1st and 2nd paragraph) from a
Literature review of Pythagorus as you would for a peer with respect to the Organi-

zation row of the rubric. Note that you do not need to consider the conclusion. Be

careful to provide effectiye.peer feedback!
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8. (Technical Communication Today Reading) Richard Johnson-Sheehan gave a long list

of suggestions to authors of instruction sets.

(C\ f^cA^A^-.'S.

SSA<:A (y-

\c^ (e'^c'wv

^

(a) [1] Identify one of his suggestions that you use well.
/^t-^<L..c^- c-^s r'-vAA,^ ^P c-M€»s'.e..i<^.r-.v S)/"--^-

OrW- ^h»

<> v

* *>•>'&- C.irfi.'-c^'c^ri!} </0^'<Lfl-

- * yl-ja- ya. •

•ot&-VNU^ ^eW-^J-tw^
» 'JC3G_ ^CCX-A"^ ^'fv&^M^

(b) [1] Identify one of his suggestions that you think if you used this suggestion, it
would improve your write-ups for the activities.

t

9. (Quiz2 =^1) Consider the study techniques you used for this course so far and for this

"i

exam.

(a) [2] Critique t'h^ffectweness^i your study technique used for this exam. If it was
not effective, whatcouCTyou have done differently to make your studying more

effective7

Cj.^y,^ ^
v

(b) [2] Critique the ^iciency^. your study technique used for this exam. If it was
not very efficient, wEat could you have done differently to make your studying

more efficient7



10. Group Question (only one copy needs to be turned in per group): Begin with a triangle.

You need to find a point that is the same distance from each of the three vertices, if it

exists. Your answer should include:

(a) [5] Step by step instructions for how to find this point that will work for any
triangle, and

(b) [5] Justification for why your procedure works.
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